The Onion has Cancer: Some Social Network Analysis Visualizations of Open Source Project Communication
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1. INTRODUCTION

We are concerned here with projects that have not just a free software license for their product, but also an open participation model for process conduct: Everybody who is interested in the product or project is free to participate in discussions (on an open mailing-list) and contribute to development (coordinated via publicly readable version control systems to which participants gain write access after contributing for a while) [9]. We call such projects OSS projects.

Ever since Mockus et al.’s description of the Apache httpd project [29] it is common to think of the participation structure in OSS projects in terms of what has been called the onion model: nested spheres of participation, where participation and influence increase from outer to more inward layers of the onion while the number of participants increases from inner (core developers) to outer layers [42, 17, 11].

The Apache study considered three such spheres (has reported a defect, has contributed a defect fix, is core developer), but other studies suggest there are more facets of participation (participating in discussions, contributing to one vs. many modules, being able to grant write-access, etc.) that create further stages [19], and it may be best to think of the participation career of a will-be core developer as a smooth, continuous process of increasing participation and integration [13]. This would indeed be more similar to a real onion, which typically has eight or more layers.

The contribution of the present paper is to suggest that the idea of a smooth transition from outer layers to the core may be misleading. Rather, the core may be special and have a qualitatively different (and not just quantitatively different) role in an OSS project even when compared to the heavy but not-quite-yet-core developers of the same project.

This observation stems from a visualization-based analysis of the social network that arises from e-mail communication. In the particular visualization style chosen, three layers of participants can easily be discerned in medium-sized projects, the middle one of which hugs the core in a manner that looks somewhat like a tumor growing out of an organ, hence the flashy title of the paper.

We will now explain social network analysis (SNA) and the role and dangers of visualization (Section 2), sketch previous studies of OSS using SNA (Section 3), describe the origin of the data we have analyzed (Section 4) and the design decisions used for the visualization (Section 5). We will then show the visualizations themselves and discuss our finding (Section 6).

2. SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS (SNA)

Social Network Analysis or SNA [20] is the analysis of graphs in which a node represents an individual (e.g. a developer, but could
be a group or organization as well) and a vertex represents a relationship between two individuals (e.g. they have modified the same code module or one has sent e-mail to the other).

This idea originated in the social sciences as "sociometrics" [16] and has been applied to many types of data such as local communities of fishermen in Norway [3], the spread of AIDS through sexual contacts [21], the interlock of enterprises via debt or shareholdings [4], or collaboration among authors of scientific publications [30].

Computing various global or node-specific metrics for a network is useful for making general statements about specific networks or classes of networks. Examples of such metrics are betweenness, diameter, distance, density, betweenness centrality, degree centrality, or eigenvector centrality [31, 32]. Examples of general effects and principles found for social networks are the small world phenomenon [28, 41, 10], 0-1-2 effect [1], preferential attachment [31], or triadic closure [22]. Note that we are interested in the social phenomena underlying the network. However, the metrics tend to be so abstract that one can easily lose track of what they really mean, which is dangerous [36].

This is why we prefer the complementary approach to SNA here: visualization. Visualization of a social network graph [18, 40, 15] is useful for identifying key individuals, for understanding the structure of a particular social network, or for comparing presumably similar networks in order to identify peculiarities.

However, visualization has its pitfalls as well: Visualizing large networks requires automation, which implies choosing a set of rules for how to place the nodes, a layout algorithm. Layout algorithms attempt to minimize the number of edge intersections (which would make the image harder to read) and node overlaps (which would make the image very hard to read). They may also have various other functions, such as keeping certain designated subgroups of nodes together or biasing the overall structure towards a certain shape [14]. For instance, arranging all nodes in a single wide ring always allows a layout without any edge intersecting a third node but often leads to very uneven use of the layout area and to confusing images in which even strong substructures are hard to find. Other choices have different drawbacks and one must keep in mind that a striking feature of a visualization is always to some degree an artifact of the particular visualization rules chosen [39, 8].

Size, shape, or color can be used to encode further information in a node (node type and weight) or an edge (relationship type, connection strength). This increases the expressive power of the visualization, but may also create additional artifacts.

For our visualizations we use the GraphViz package [14], which provides various layout algorithms and powerful options for customizing the resulting visualization.

3. SNA IN THE OSS LITERATURE

A number of different relationship types within OSS projects have been analyzed.

Madley et al. looked at how projects are linked by individuals participating in more than one project [26, 27] and suggested there are individuals who are important boundary-spanners between many projects.

Crowston and Howison looked at how developers are linked by working on the same entry in the defect tracking system. Their study considers many projects and makes heavy use of metrics. It finds for instance that it is less likely in a large project that one developer dominates the communication regarding a defect entry [11].

Lopez-Fernandez et al. looked at how developers are linked by contributing to the same ‘module’ (source code directory) in three large projects (KDE, Gnome, Apache) and at how modules are linked by the same developer working on both [25, 24]. They found that both networks are loosely connected and exhibit small world characteristics. Speth has similar results for medium-sized projects [37].

de Souza et al. extended this by static call graph analysis and followed the evolution of the situation over a long time. They found shifts in participation from the periphery to the core of a project and vice versa, as well as changes to the ownership of files over time [12].

Bird et al. considered five large OSS projects and looked at developers working together on the same files and reply-to relationships on the mailing-list [7]. They found that (1) the communication network was modular, i.e. sub-groups could be identified, (2) that developers discussed product-centric topics in a smaller group, while other topics were discussed more broadly in the community, and (3) that people who interacted on the mailing-list also were much more likely to work together on the same files in the repository.

Ducheneaut attempted to understand the ‘career’ of a single, specific developer, Fred, and uses SNA (based on both mailing-list communication and work on files) as one of several qualitative and quantitative methods in this longitudinal individual-centric study. The result is a rich description of how Fred gradually moves towards the core of the Python project until eventually he is a respected core member. It characterizes joining as a learning process involving e.g. identity construction and join scripts and as a political process [13].

Keep in mind that SNA can be criticized as over-simplifying reality [5]. For instance, the reply-to relationship was often used to model an association between actors, without accounting for the content of the e-mail or the actual quotation patterns [2] and without considering the relationship strength to decay over time [22].

4. OUR DATA

We study the introduction of process innovations in Open Source projects [33] by manually extracting innovation episodes from archives of mailing-lists and analyzing these episodes qualitatively by the Grounded Theory Method [38].

In this context, we wanted to validate whether a social network visualization could be used to provide background information that helps interpreting an innovation episode. To this end, we took all messages from the mailing-list archives in 2007 of the projects we were studying, turned each participant into a node (unifying multiple e-mail addresses where needed [6]), and computed relationship strength between A and B as the number of e-mails that are a reply of B to a message from A or vice versa, according to the in-reply-to header of the e-mail.

For understanding innovation introduction, by the way, the result was negative: The only helpful information shown in the visualization was the ‘weight’ of each of the episode participants, which can be obtained much more easily by a simple count of the mailing-list contributions.

Our data set covers 11 of the 13 projects (from 7 different domains, selected from mailing-list archive Gmane to build a diverse set of projects) for which we analyzed innovation episodes. They include three workflow applications (Bugzilla, Flyspray, Request Tracker), two desktop environments (Rox, Xfce), two design tools (ArgoUML, a UML CASE tool; gEDA, a set of electronic design automation tools), one bootloader (Grub), one hardware emulator (Bochs), one operating system (FreeDOS), and one database management system (MonetDB). Data was cleaned as to unify multiple e-mail addresses used by the same person and Spam was re-
were all ignored). The two other projects (U-Boot, KVM) were so large that the data created scaling problems for our graph layout software. Since the resulting images would be overcrowded and hardly useful anyway, we simply leave them out.

5. VISUALIZATION RULES USED

Each node represents a person who has posted to the mailing-list at least once in 2007. Each such person is represented, even if nobody has reacted to these e-mails and the person is hence not connected to any other. Each node is represented by a circle. The area of the circle represents the number of e-mails sent by the person.

Each edge represents an undirected replies-to relationship between two persons (except when crossing the core-group boundary, as described below) and is represented as a line. The width of the line represents the number of e-mails (in any of the two directions).

The color of a circle represents the number of calendar months during which that person has sent at least one e-mail (the darker the color the more months of activity); frequent participants are not always also regular participants and vice versa.

All of these visualization design decisions are quite straightforward. Now for the crucial one: We treat core members specially, as follows.

- We consider participants to be members of the project core according to a formal criterion. A participant is in the core if s/he has sent at least one e-mail to the list in at least \( k \) calendar months, with \( k = 8 \). This simple criterion works acceptably well: We experimented with various other definitions, in particular one based on a community finding algorithm [35, 34], and different values of \( k \), but the above definition produced the subjectively most convincing core groups across the various projects.

- We layout the core nodes as a separate subgraph.

- This subgraph is drawn inside a grey square to make the core group readily visible.

- Edges between core nodes are drawn as usual.

- Edges between non-core nodes are drawn as usual.

- An edge between a core node and a non-core node is not actually drawn. Rather, all edges between this non-core node and any of the core nodes are collapsed into a single edge and drawn towards the center of the core rectangle.

The latter rule greatly reduces the number of lines to be drawn, makes the image correspondingly clearer, and practically turns the core group into a single entity. This has to be firmly kept in mind when interpreting the image.

6. RESULTS

The resulting visualizations for our 11 projects can be seen in Figure 1. The script in these figures is too small to read in print, but is hardly relevant; it can be enlarged arbitrarily in the digital version.

All figures show a similar structure of (1) a tightly integrated core, (2) a loosely collected set of co-developers which are strongly oriented to the core but also share some links between each other, and (3) a periphery of project participants, most of which are either only connected to the project core or not at all (that is, their e-mails were all ignored).

In contrast to the "onion" model, which describes influence and role advancement possibilities, the communication social network is thus more appropriately named "earth, moon, and stars" with the project core being the earth around which most communication revolves, the co-developers forming a crescent-like set of "moon" developers hugging the core, and the peripheral participants are dotted as stars around the core.

A central oddity struck us when looking at these graphs: Communication between peripheral participants and co-developers and inside the co-developer group is surprisingly low, showing little signs of the strong peer-to-peer assistance commonly assumed in OSS projects [23]. Rather the core developers hold an disproportionally large share of communication with the periphery.

This visual impression is confirmed by a quantitative analysis: When a group \( g \) produces some fraction \( f_g \) of overall e-mail traffic, we would expect it to have the same fraction \( f_{g,P} \) of the communication with the periphery \( P \) as well: We define \( T_g = f_g/ f_{g,P} \) and expect \( T_g = 100\% \). We compare these fractions for the core \( C \) and co-developers \( D \) via a \( \chi^2 \)-test\(^1\) and assume co-developer status for all mailing-list participants active for three months and more, who are not in the core. We find that \( T_D < 100\% \) in all 11 cases. In three cases, the difference is not statistically significant: For Request Tracker and Boochs because their core groups are so small (\( n = 2, n = 1 \), for Xfce because the expectation is only almost met \( T_D = 95\% \)). For the remaining 8 projects, the difference is statistically significant \( (p < 0.01) \) and \( T_D \) ranges from 31.2\% (ArgoUML) to 69.2\% (Bugzilla).

7. CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS

We conclude that the core group is not just a group of developers with particularly intense participation. Rather, the core appears to have a qualitatively different role as well, so that the many-layered onion model is misleading. Core developers appear to take part in the project in a way that is inherently more comprehensive, even beyond the fact that they simply do more. The group of co-developers on the other hand, while connected to some degree, seems strongly oriented to the core, causing us to describe it as "cancerous" or rather as following a "sun, moon, stars"-model of communication activity.

Although it is not clear to us what this qualitative difference really is, we do not find it surprising that it exists. What we do find surprising, however, is that the difference is so strong that it is clearly visible despite the crude metric we used for participation (e-mail counts with no weighting) and our definition of the core group that is as simple as a nursery rhyme "Active at all // for eight months or more? // You're in the core!".

Nevertheless, the result needs to be validated with refined metrics.\(^2\) Alternatively, the suitability of the metrics itself needs further investigation and support. We need to understand whether the e-mail-count metric is distorted by the existence of high-volume, off-topic traffic, whether effects such as days-per-month activity or hours-per-day activity of contributors skews who captures the (presumably often simple, one-shot) periphery traffic, and whether our months-activity rule accurately captures what conventional definitions would consider the core (such as official members, commiters, high-frequency commiters, high-volume commiters).

\(^{1}\)Note that due to the existence of threads in e-mail communication, the events counted are not all strictly independent, which distorts the test results a bit. We will therefore require \( p < 0.01 \) before we consider a difference significant.

\(^{2}\)Barcellini et al. have for instance cautioned to the use of reply-relationships when quotations might provide a substantially better mapping of discussion flow [2].
Figure 1: Visualizations (as defined in Section 5) of the e-mail communication structure for 11 OSS projects.
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